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Definition

 Harnessing of the “new” subtle energy/torsion 

energy

 Development of devices which can measure and 

use these devices

 Pioneers:  Dr. Zdenek Rejdak, Robert Pavlita – of 

Czech Republic





Devices can cause attraction resembling 

magnetism, even in non-magnetic materials

 Wood, paper, ceramics, lead

 Purify aniline dyes

Make flywheels spin

 Transfer energy in various ways, controlled 

and powered by the mind

 Receive and respond to simple ESP card 

messages



 Bioenergy created by living things (humans, plants, animals)

 Can be transferred consciously through hands, staring, and direct 
contact

 Can be stored (hours, days, longer)

 When concentration built up, it responds to conscious thought 
and intention

 Materials used to manipulate/store energies important – different 
polarities and affinities:  

 positive od has affinity for potassium, caffeine, gold, copper

 Negtive od prefers oxygen, sulfur, tellurium and gold iodide

 Shape is important:  subtle energy seems coupled to shape

 Subtle energy manifests in different ways:  creating magnetic 
fields, electrical fields, fields of general material attraction:  
“biogravitation”

 Can radiate like light:  pass through optical materials and be 
reflected by mirrors

 Conducts through all forms of matter – insulators and conductors

 Present in sunlight, often accompanies electromagnetic energy, 
can be “collected” by properly designed accumulators



Use PADs (Pavlita Activation Devices) – 2 left 

ones in Fig 8.2

 Wood becomes permanent magnet after treating with 

PAD

 Similar to orgone effect of Dr. Wilhelm Reich 

causing non-magnetic materials to become 

magnetic



 See fig 8.13

 Likely showed “sedimentation” of crystal violet 

(triphenylmethane dye) 



 Creates magnetic monopole antenna and claims:

 Can magnetize graphite, decrease radioactivity, 

influence cancer, affect time

 Mobius dipole antenna:



 Monopole Detector with solenoids coils (wires 

wound in tube shape, hollow down center) to 

accelerate magnetic monopoles:  see fig 8.15



 Only by producing magnetic monopoles can 

explain affect on detector:  see fig 8.16



Monopoles already present in the vacuum of 
space

Monopoles closely related to torsion and have 
properties predicted by Kozyrev
 “…there exists earlier unknown radiation capable of 

transmitting information with infinite velocity.  …the 
radiation on being absorbed by a substance, cooled 
the substance.”

Monopoles behave like left handed torsion; 
behaves like gravity by the way it attracts mass
 Monopoles, when passed through carbon, makes 

carbon paramagnetic  (similar to Pavlita’s
experiments)

 “Magnetic monopoles can be viewed as a carrier 
of properties of time.” (Shakhparovov)



 REG (Random Event Generators) – PEAR Lab expts

 Dr. Gennady Sergeyev:  bioplasma behaves like a 
“thermodynamic system with negative 
temperature” i.e., human metabolism characterized 
by “time absorption”/time running 
backward/entropy decreasing

 Detector with capacitor material such as barium 
titanate or liquid crystal (LCD) can detect 
presence of subtle energy:

 Claim:  measure emotional state of a group of 
people; measure traces of someone who has left 
the room for several hours



 Place DC charge on electrodes making 

contact with a gas (xenon/carbon dioxide) 

will cause a spark.  Thought/intention lowers 

the voltage that causes the spark.  Can set 

voltage below breakdown (spark) voltage.  

Device then measures thought/intention by 

causing spark.  



 Tiller tested device as a detector of pure 

mental intention

 After sensitizing detector, entrance of subject 

into lab would set off detector

 Subject paying attention to detector would set of 

detector



 Resistance bridges using tungsten (affected by torsion)

 Mechanical watches with spring windings (torsion affects 

elasticity/stiffness)

 Torsion balances (twist or rotate with torsion)

 Torsion affecting physical process (oscillation of a quartz oscillator –eg, 

piezoelectric quartz oscillator)

 Change of weight of an object

 Torsion field recorded on a physical object (sugar)

 Shock destroys torsion field (succussion or sharp tapping in homeopathy)

 Density of mercury in a thermometer by holding temperature constant

 High frequency torsion detector based on mixing torsion with 

electromagnetic signals

 Electric voltage thermocouples

 Viscosity of water

 Surface tension of water

 Photocell output

 Chemical reaction rates

 Growth rates of bacteria and plants



 5 Classes of Generators per Akimov and 

Nachalov

 Stationary arrangements of spins to create torsion:

 Permanent magnet:  Spins of electrons lined up; right 

twisting torsion at one end and left twisting torsion at 

other end

 Electromagnetic

 High voltage and high frequencies:  Torsion interacts with 

electromagnetism.  High powered radio transmitter. 

Electricity moving in a circle or spiral (Tesla 

coils/transformers).  Electromagnetic waves interact with 

magnet.  See fig 8.20 & 8.21



 Rotating motor driving a shaft with permanent 

magnets/other materials

 Ring magnet in which field is directed around the 

magnet.  See fig 8.22 and “axion Comfort” available 

on internet (fig 8.23) used in expt on fig 8.26

 Can produce modulated signals for communication –

tunable over large range of frequencies



 Torsion generator based on geometrical 
shape
 Pyramids, cones, etc. (Pavlita structures)

 Combination of elements from other 4 
classes:
 Nachalov:  Pentagon shaped chambers with cones 

on each face, combined with high frequency 
fields (11GHz) to communicate cellular 
information from one living system to another 
(genetic changes –Kaznacheev and Gurvich)

 Can use polarization filters, i.e., polyethylene 
film to allow certain waves to filter through (due 
to twist of molecules the film)



Dr. Vadim Chernobrov:  Constructed chamber 

and verified speeding up and slowing down 

time ( use of watches, clocks) and have tested 

humans and animals in device.  Maximum 

change observed:  30 sec per hour



 Akimov:  Introduce torsion into molten metal. 

 Spin field induced by torsion irradiation induces spin 

alignment of atoms

 Iron alloy:  Increased Brinell hardness from 460.5 to 512.8

 Production of silumin (silicon/aluminum):  Increase 

strength by 1.3 and ductility by 2.5 fold



 Imprint property of alcohol into water 

 See fig 8.26

 10 Minute irradiation with Torsion generator:  

Water had intoxicating effect, but no hangover



Uses torsion generator to formulate energy 

patterns, store patterns and infuse patterns 

in almost any substance

 Generate blueprints of periodic table elements 

(eg, lithium for depression, germanium for 

immune system)

 Reproduce energetic pattern in substance (eg, 

herb, essential oil, etc)



Originally invented by Patrick Richards to 

circulate and freshen air



 Jack Stucki – biofeedback expert and friend 

of Claude Swanson – took pictures of clients 

and noticed faces sometimes superimposed 

on client patient face when using Luminator





 Claude Swanson:

 Device imparts spin to the air, charging it with 

torsion/subtle energy

 Build-up of subtle energy “facilitates “contact” 

with other dimensions and makes it easier to 

take interdimensional photographs

 John Chang – Indonesian Qigong master

 In documentary, Ring of Fire, he says that “yin 

chi” makes it easier for spirits to manifest.  He 

performed demonstrations of this in 

documentary



 Viktor Schauberger 

 Created pipes that caused swirling motion of the water 

which created negative friction (rapid flow)

 Developed rotating water systems that  developed anti-

gravity effect with bluish glow



 Tornadoes –Anomalous occurrences:
 Straw imbedded in brick or wood

 Wood imbedded in steel or iron

 Quietness in the eye of the storm

Dewey Larson Hypothesis:  Vortex motion of 
atoms/electrons, as they move to the speed of 
light, move to “time/space” –where particles 
become waves; 
 If matter is partially in “space/time” and partially 

in “time/space”, matter becomes “spongy”; 
levitation can occur

 Possible explanation of tornado anomalies

Opens doorway to astral realm?


